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Features and Advantages of mobile testing solutions

- flexible in use
- quick reaction time
- customized solution by modular design
- fully independent solutions
- interface with existing solutions
- in accordance with existing standards
- complete equipped testlane
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Flexibility in use

• to provide inspection in remote areas
• for unannounced inspections (roadside inspection)
• to attract public awareness for PTI (advertising and promotion)
• …
Quick reaction time

- to overcome downtimes of PTI stations
- to compensate bottleneck situations
- one man operation
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Customized solution by modular design
- for customers with huge specific vehicle fleet
  - public transport
  - oil and gas industry
  - army
  - car rental services
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Economic and ecologic use of resources

• robust equipment and proven concepts
• full range of testing equipment like in a fix station
• lower investment costs
• bring PTI to not profitable areas (small vehicle population)
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